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exists as an integral part of the galactic system.' The boundaries are necessarily indefinite; but the total thickness across the plane is not less than eighty thousand light years-that is, an appreciable number of stars is found at distances of the order of twelve kiloparsecs from the galactic plane.
The degree of concentration of cluster variables to the galactic plane can also now be provisionally determined. The research on the space distribution of high-latitude stars, which has been in progress for more than ten years, shows that the most distant of these widely distributed objects Each field effectively covers eighty square degrees, but for the two fields centered on ,B = -20°only the higher latitude half is used in the present study. In MWF 209 there are more than five times as many cluster variables per unit area as in MWF 204; nevertheless the number per field is in general fairly uniform since only four out of fourteen fields have less than seven or more than fifteen cluster variables. The total area surveyed, over one thousand square degrees, may therefore be considered a sufficient sample to give a good preliminary value of the population characteristics in the "stellar corona." On the average there is about one cluster variable to every six square degrees.
Since we are interested in evaluating the variation in number of cluster variables with distance perpendicular to the galactic plane, in the part of the galactic system easily accessible to us, we do not include fields in the neighborhood of the galactic nucleus where the law of the "vertical" distribution of cluster variables might easily differ, because of proximity to the great central mass, from that prevailing elsewhere in the corona of stars surrounding the Galaxy.
The number of completed high-latitude fields in the northern galactic hemisphere is as yet too small to give a dependable determination of the galactic concentration on that side of the plane. The current observing program should provide sufficient plate material within two years to enable us to extend to the northern hemisphere the discussion which we now restrict to those fields in southern latitudes listed in log N, = -0.15 -0.235 r' sin f. VOL. 25, 1939 425 ( 1) If we consider only the ten fields (142 variables in 800 square degrees) with latitudes from -40 to -900, the relation becomes log N, = +0.09 -0.22 r' sin ,B, (2) when the data are reduced to the same unit volume as used in table 1. This second relation is probably to be preferred for two reasons: the spaceabsorption correction is more dependable for the higher latitudes (MWF 202 is probably affected by the Taurus nebulosity), and the four fields with lowest latitude must be more incompletely surveyed than supposed for m fainter than 15.0, since the number of variables per unit volume can be shown from data in table 1 to be disproportionately small. 
